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DOUGLAS, lindsay
--------

From:

DOUGLAS. Lindsay

Sent:

10 March 2008 16:48

To:

THURLEY, Simon

Cc:

WALL, Christine

SUbject: FW:
Toby in the OCMS press office sent this to Helen re the Minister's reported comments - "Not in quotes so
probably what the writer 'reckoned', For what it's worth, Margaret was asked for an off-the-record quote about
the eslate by a Sunday paper loday and she declined very firmly,"
Lindsay
-----Original Message----
From: BEE, Steven
Sent: 10 March 2008 14:35
To: THURLEY, Simon
Cc: DOUGLAS, lindsay; BEACHAM, Peter
SUbject: RE:
I tried 10 track it down last Friday, It seems that ES may have been paraphrasing what she had said in Gland
Designs. CMS staff are checking
S

Steven Bee
Director of Planning and Development
English Heritage
+44 (0)207 973 3486
sleven,bee@english-heritageorg,uk

-----Orlginal Message----
Froin: THURLEY, Simon
Sent: 10 March 2008 13:48
To: BEE, Steven
Subject:

R.OBIN HOOD DEBATE CONTINUES
Two newspapers contrast the opin ions of architects With those of residents. Margaret
Hodge is quoted as saying that refurbishment would be too costly and demolition and
replacement should be preferred.
Evening.Standard, 7 March, p6; l"laiLon..Sunday, p44

If this is True MH has compromised her decision-making. Can you confirm whether she has
really said this! S
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DOUGLAS, Lindsay
~

-_.~~~-

From:

DOUGLAS, lindsay

Sent:

10 March 2008 18:28

To:

WALL, Christine; BEACHAM, Peter

Subject: Current holding statement for Robin Hood

This version has had the OK from Steve and Mike Harlow It won't win a poetry award but it
should be accurate and will help us to respond to the 3 or 4 calls a day from interested
parties. We'll give it proactively to BO 10 back up what Steve has said to them.
Lindsay
STATEMENT - ROBIN HOOD ESTATE
English Heritage is thoroughly examining the significance of the R.obln Hood estate and will give its
advice to the Department for Culture Media and Sport. which will decide whether the building
should be listed. The OCMS has extended the initial deadline for this advice from 21st March to
early April in order for English Heritage to give proper consideration to additional information
recently presented to us.
Tower Hamlets Council has approved a development framework for the Robin Hood site,
dependent on receiving further information about its listed status. However, EH has not been asked
to consider whether this bUIlding should be demolished. English Heritage can only advise the
Secretary of State on whether the architectural or historic interest of a property meets the criteria
for listing. Listed buildings can still be demolished and unlisted butldings can likewise be saved.
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GEE, Emily
From:

LAMB, Deborah

Sent:

14 May 200810:33

To:

LAMB, Deborah; WALL, Christine; DOUGLAS, lindsay; BOWDLER, Roger; GEE, Emily;
HARLOW, Michael

Cc:'

BEE, Steven

SUbject: RE: ROBIN HOOD GARDENS
Having amended the film and got our statement sorted, I assume we would now be ready to go
with this at any time so are no longer pressing them to delay for that reason'
Deborah
-----Original Message----
From: LAMB, Deborah
Sent: 14 May 200B 10:31
To: WALL, Christine; DOUGLAS, lindsay; BOWDlER, Roger; GEE, Emily; HARLOW, Michael
Cc: BEE, Steven
Subject: AN: ROBIN HOOD GARDENS

I am circulating this to those with an interest as I'm not sure if Steve is around. I'm about to
go into a meeting so I suggest others ponder this and we agree our advice to OeMS later
this morning.
Deborah
-----Original Message----
From: REEVES HARRY [mailto:xxxxx.xxxxxx@xxxxxxx.xxx.xxx.xxx
Sent: 14 May 2008 10:07
To: AGER EUZABETH; GREGORY COLIN; SARGENT TOBY; MACFARLANE DIANE; WARREN lAURA
Cc: RAMSAY ANDREW; EVANS RUTH; LAMB, Deborah; BEE, Steven; BEACHAM, Peter
Subject: ROBIN HOOD GARDENS

Colleagues:
I've been pondering what advice I should put to Margaret Hodge when I see her this afternoon, in the
light of the request from a firmn of solicitors fro see the EH advlce on this controversial ease.
Our objective must be to enable Margaret to make a fully informed decision, and to have a p.rocess
that will withstand the inevitable scrutiny. We also need to get the public facing aspects right, both in
terms of giving interested parties appropriate opportunities to comment and how we present whatever
decision is ultimately made.

There's a timing issue because we have said to MH and she has said to the local MP thata decision
would be made by the end of April, so further delay will be unwelcome. However, we received
yesterday a long submission from CABE which disagrees with EH's advice and we were still awaiting
a response to some questions we have put to EH. so advice to MH will take a few more days at best.
The immediate question is whether we release the advice. We need to consider what options we
have.
1. Our normal procedure is to release EH advice when requested, and my instinct is not to depart
from our regUlar practice. However there are complicating factors. Given the widespread interest in
this case weld have 10 release the advice to an the interested parties, and it has been suggested we
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should give them a couple of weeks to comment then give EH a chance to respond, All told that
would lake another month, It would also crank up the public controversy and draw increased fire onto
EH, so we must take account of their views. The benefits would be gresater openness in
decision making - which we are committed to - and a reduced risk of successful challenge once the
decision is made.
EH are concerned that they need time to get their public case together. They've made a very good
(I'm told) film explaining their position. but it's predicated on the decisoin having been made by the
Minister, so they are pressing for a quick decision and no release of information in advance. Without

I

wishing to traduce EH, I wonder whether they are attaching too much weight to the film. I don't doubt
it would be gery useful in presenting the case, but it can't drive the decision. I think MH woold not
credit an argument based on that consideration. Given the effort EH have put into this case, their
arguments must be well rehearsed by now. Simon Thurley rang me as I was writing this and
confirmed that he is confident of EHs ability to defend their advice.
2. We could release the advice tor information only to the inquirer and press on with the submission. It
would almost scertainly gain wider circulation one way or another. That might stir greater
controversy and lead to the Minister making a decision in more difficult presentational circumstances

It would I think inevitably lead to a challenge, On the other hand we could move more quickly to a
decision.

3. We could decline to relese the information. If the minister is about to consider the advice and the
decision wit (ollow quickly there might be a case tor withholding until the decision is made. It would
slrnplly our lives inthe short term and allow us to get on with the submission and decision. But it's not
what we normally do, and ois not in libe with our professed wish to be open and transparent. We'd

almost certainly face a challenge.
I'm seeing MH at 3 • she's not available earlier, I have meetings all day from 10 but would duck out
for half an hour to have a case conference if that would help. Grateful for views,
Harry

This email and its contents are the property of lhe Department for Culture. Media and Sport. If you are not the intended
recipient of this message, please delete it.
All OCMS e-rnair is recorded and stored for S minimum period of 6 months.
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GEE, Emily
From:

BEE, Steven

Santo

14.May 2008 11 :51

To:

'GREGORY COLIN'; REEVES HARRY

Cc:

RAMSAY ANDREW; EVANS RUTH; LAMB, Deborah; BEACHAM, Peter; COSTELLO MOIRA;
AGER ELIZABETH; SARGENT TOBY; MACFARLANE DIANE; WARREN LAURA; LANDAU
RACHEL; KILGARRIFF PATRICK; STANTON AILEEN; HARLOW. Michael; GEE, Emily

SUbject: RE: ROBIN HOOD GARDENS
Harry/Colin
Colin's advice on the legar position is sound, as ever, but the high profile nature of this case. means that
anyone with an interest has had notice of the impending decision and every opportunity to put in their own
representations prior to that decision. As far as I am aware there is no precedent or stated policy that DeMS
will circulate EH's opinion in every case so that its contents can be rebutted or argued. There is no legitimate
expectation, therefore, that the Minister will do anything other than read and consider all representations,
including EH's, prior to making a decision.

The profile of this case reinforces the argument that everyone will have had their opportunity to put in their
comments. EH has of course already received comprehensive submisslons from just about everybody that
might have an interest, and this is reflected in our advice,
There is a real danger that offering up this opportunity to all to "have another go" will encourage expectations
of similar handling of any similar cases In the future. A legitimate expectation will develop. The last time
something like this happened was the request for delisting of the Red House at Srnlthfietd. The process that
time took almost a year. It is quite possible that could happen here, this would suit no-one, whatever their
POSition

Regards
Steve

Steven Bee
Director of Planning and Development
English Heritage
+44 (0)207 973 3486
steve n.bee@english-heritage. 0 rg. u k

....-Original Message----
from: GREGORY COLIN [mailto:Colin.Gregory@Culture,gsi.gov.ukJ
Sent: 14 May 200811:10
To: REEVES'HARRY
ce, RAMSAY ANDREW; EVANS RUTH: LAMB, Deborah; BEE, Steven: BEACHAM, Peter; COSTELLO
MOIRA; AGER ELIZABETH; SARGENT TOBY; MACFARLANE DIANE; WARREN LAURA; LANDAU
RACHEL; K1LGARRIFF PATRICK; STANTON AILEEN
Subject: RE: ROBIN HOOD GARDENS

Harry,
I think Liz is right. There must be a risk of challenge in this case, apart from its senstivlty in the
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context of the draft Heritage protection Bill and the debate on 20th century buildings It is Important to
make the decision as legally strong as possible Your normal practice is to reiease EH advice and
given the high level of interest in this case the arguments in favour of doing so are particularly strong
here. In taking the decision the Minister needs to take account of all relevant information. Whilst the
process of receiving representations cannot be prolonged indefinitely r do not think we have reached
the point where we can legitimately refuse to take further comments if we know that people still want
to contribute to the debate.

Colin

AGER EU2ABETH

From~

Sent:

14 May 2008

10~30

To:

REEvES HARRV; GREGOR'( COON; SARGENT TOBY; MACFARLANE DIANE; WARREN LAURA

cc:

RAMSA't" ANDREW; EVA,NS RUTH; Deborah Lamb; 'BEE, Steven', 'BEACHAM, Peter'; COSTELLO MOIRA

S~bjeet:

RE: ROBIN HOOD GARDENS

Harry

We have discussed this. I strongly believe our advice should be to make the EH advice available to
aI/Interested parties and aHow a period for comments. and then for EH to respond to comments

made. Given the controversial nature of this case, and the high ievel of publicity it is attracting, the
Minister's decision needs to be - and be seen to be - as robust as possible. Allowing this further
period of consultation will ensure that the decision ;s taken on the basis of all the available information
ann minimise the risk of there being grounds for review.

I don't think option 2 below is sustainable - it we release the EH advice to the inquirer we wili
inevitably have further req uests for it, which will in the end deiay things even further. And I don't think
option 3 wili work either - if we don't release the advice we are likely to get FOr req uests for it and it
doesn't seem to me that the public interest arguments in withholding the advice are very strong.
Although this might allow a quick decision to be made now, we would probably be storing up more

problems for the future.

Liz
~--~------------

From:

REEVES HARR'I"

sent:

14 May 2006 10:07

To:

AGER ELIZABETH; GREGORy COUN; $ARGENT TOBY; MACFARlANE DIANE; WARREN LAuRA

cc.

RAM$A'I" ANDREW; EVN\lS RUTH; Deborah Lamb; BEE, Ste\'en; BEAQ-lAM, Peter

Subject:

ROBIN HOOD GARDENS

Colleagues:
I've been pondenng what advice I should put to Margaret Hodge when I see her this afternoon, in the
light of the request from a firmn of solicitors tro see the EH advice on this controversial case.

Our objective must be to enable Margaret to make a fuliy informed decision, and to have a process
that will withstand the inevitable scrutiny. We also need to get the public facing aspects right, both in
terms of giving interested parties appropriate opportunities to comment and how we present whatever
decision is ultimately made.

\

There's a timing issue because we have said to MH and she has said to the local MP thata decision
would be made by the end of April, so further delay wilf be unwelcome. However, we received
yesterday a long submission from CASE which disagrees with EH's advice and we were stili awaiting
a response to some questions we have put to EH, so advice to MH will take a few more days at best.
The immediate question is whether we release the advice We need to consider what options we
have.
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1. Our normal procedure is to release EH advice when requested, and my' instinct is not to depart
from our regular practice, However there are complicating factors. Given the widespreao mterest in
this case we'd have to release the advice to all the interested parties, and it has been suggested we
should give them a couple of weeks 10 comment then give EH a chance 10 respond. All told thai
would take another month. It would also crank up the public controversy and draw increased fire onto
EH, sowe must take account of their views. The benefits would be gresater openness in
declsionrnaklng - which we are committed to - and a reduced risk of successful challenge once the
decision is made.

EH are concerned Ihat they need time 10 get their public case together. They've made a very good
(lrn told) film explaining their position, but it's predicated on the decisoin having been made by the
Minister, so they are pressing for a qUick decision and no release of information in advance, Without
wishing to traduce EH. I wonder whether they are attaching too much weight to the film. I don't doubt
it would be gery useful in presenting the case, but it can't drive the decision, I think MH would not
credit an argument based on that consideration. Given the effort EH have put into this case, their
arguments must be well rehearsed by now. Simon Thurley rang me as I was writing this and
confirmed that he is confident of EHs ability to defend their advice.

2. We could release the advice for information only to the inquirer and press on with the submission. It
would almost scertainly gain wider circulation one way or another. That might stir greater
controversy and lead to the Minister making a decision in more difficult presentational circumstances.
It would I think inevitably lead to a challenge. On the other hand we could move more quickly to a
decision.
3. We could decline to relese the information. If the minister is about to consider the advice and the
decision wil follow quickly there might be a case for withholding until the decision is made. It would
simpliy our lives inthe short term and allow us to get on with the submission and decision. But it's not
what we normally do, and ois not in Hbe with our professed wish to be open and transparent, We'd
almost certainly face a challenge.

I'm seeing MH at 3 • she's not available earlier. I have meetings all day from 10 but would duck out
for half an hour to have a case conference if that would help. Grateful for views.
Harry
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DOUGLAS, Lindsay
From:

DOUGLAS, Lindsay

Sent:

14 May 2008 16:52

To:

OSBORNE, Deborah

SUbject: FW: ROBIN HOOD GARDENS
This is one exchange that may be useful for background

-----Original Message----
From: BEE, Steven
Sent: 14 May 2008 11:31
To: HARLOW, Michael
Cc: GEE, Emily; DOUGLAS, Lindsay; LAMB, Deborah
Subject: FW: ROBIN HOOD GARDENS
Mike
This IS what we discussed - a response that might explain our preference within the legai framework
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would be helpful.

S

Steven Bee
Director of Planning and Development
English Heritage
+44 (0)207 973 3486
xxxxxx.xxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx

-----Original Message----
From: GREGORY COUN [mailto:xxxxx.xxxxxxx@xxxxxxx.xxx.xxx.xx]
sent: 14 May 2008 11:10
To: REEVES HARRY
Cc: RAMSAY ANDREW; EVANS RlJ1l-I; LAMB, Deborah; BEE, Steven; BEACHAM, Peter; COSTELLO
MOIRA; AGER EUZABITH; SARGENT TOBY; MACFARLANE DIANE; WARREN LAURA; LANDAU
RACHEL; KILGARRlFF PATRICK; STANTON AILEEN
Subject: RE: ROBIN HOOD GARDENS

Harry,
I think Liz is right. There must be a risk of challenge in this case, apart from its senstivity in the
context of the draft Heritage protection Bill and the debate on 20th century buildings. It is important to
make the decision as legally strong as possible. Your normal practice is to release EH advice and
given the high level of interest in this case the arguments in favour of doing so are particularly strong
here. in taking the decision the Minister needs to take account of all relevant information. Whilst the
process of receiving representations cannot be prolonged indefinitely I do not think we have reached
the point where we can legitimately refuse to take further comments if we know that people still want
to contribute to the debate
Colin

From:

AGER ELlZABETH

Sent:

J.4 May 2008 10:30
COU~;

OlAtlE;

WARRE~

REEVES HARRY; GREGORY

Cc:

RAMSAY ANDREW; EVANS RlJTH; Deborah Lamb; 'BEE, Steven'; 'BEACHAM, Peter'; COSTELLO MOIRA

Subject:

SARGEl'fT TOBY;

MACFARLA~E

To:

lAURA

RE. ROBIN HOOD GARDENS

Harry
We have discussed Ihis I strongly believe our advice should be to make the EH advice available 10
all interested parties and allow a period for comments, and then for EH to respond to comments
made. Given the controversial nature of this case, and the high level of publicity it is attracting, the
Minister's decision needs to be - and be seen to be - as robust as possible. Allowing this further
period of consultation will ensure that the decision is taken on the basis of all the available information
and minimise the risk of there being grounds for review.
I don't think option 2 below is sustainable - if we release the EH advice to the inquirer we will
inevitably have further requests for it, which will in the end delay things even further. And I don't think
option 3 will work either - if we don't release the advice we are likely to get FOI requests for it and it
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doesn't seem 10 me thai the public Interest argumenls in withholding the advice are very strong.
Although trus might allow a quick decision to be made now, we would probably be storing up more
probtems for the future.

Liz

From:
Sent:

REEVES HARRY
14 May 2008 10:07

ro:

AGER ELIZABETH; GREGORY COUN; SARGENT TOBY; MACFARLANE DIANE; WARREN LAURA

ce.

RAMSAY ANDREW; EVANS RlJTH; Deborah Lamb; BEE,

Subject;

Steven; BEACHAM, Peter

ROBIN HOOD GARDENS

Colleagues:
I've been pondering what advice I should put to Margaret Hodge when I see her this aftemoon, in the
light of the request from a firrnn of solicitors tro see the EH advice on this controversial case.
Our objective must be to enable Margaret to make a fully informed decision, and to have a process
that will withstand the inevitable scrutiny. We also need to get the public facing aspects right, both in
terms of giving interested parties appropriate opportunities to comment and how we present whatever
decision is ultimately made.
There's a timing issue because we have said to MH and she has said to the local MP thata decision
would be made by the end of April, so further delay will be unwelcome. However, we received
yesterday a long submission from CABE which disagrees With EH's advice and we were still awaiting
a response to some questions we have put to EH, so advice 10 MH will take a few more days at best.
The immediate question is whether we release the advice. We need to consider what options we
have.
1. Our normal procedure is 10 release EH advice when recuested, and my instinct is not to depart
from our regular practice. However there are complicating factors. Given the widespread interest in
this case we'd have to release tile advice to all the interested parties, and it has been suggested we
should give them a couple of weeks to comment then give EH a chance to respond. All told that
would take another month. It would also crank up the public controversy and draw increased fire onto
EH, so we must take account of their views. The benefits would be gresaler openness in
decisionmaking - which we are committed to - and a reduced risk of successful challenge once the
decision is made.
EH are concerned that they need time to gel their public case together. They've made a very good
(I'm told) film explaining their position, but it's predicated on the decisoin having been made by the
Minister, so they are pressing for a quick decision and no release of information in advance. Without
wishing to traduce EH, I wonder whether they are attaching too much weight to the fitm. I don't doubt
it would be gery useful in presenting the case, but it can't drive the decision. I think MH would not
credil an argument based on thai consideration. Given the effort EH have put into this case, their
arguments must be weil rehearsed by now. Simon Thurley rang me as I was writing this and
confirmed that he is confident of EHs ability to defend their advice.
2. We could release the advice for information only to the inquirer and press on with the submission. It
would almost scertainly gain wider circulation one way or another. That might stir greater
controversy and lead to the Minister making a decision in more difficult presentational circumstances.
It would I think inevitably lead to a challenge. On the other hand we could move more quickly to a
decision.
3. We could decline to relese the information. If the minister is about to consider the advice and the

decision wit follow quickly Ihere might be a case for withholding until Ihe decision is made. It would
simpliy our lives mtne short term and ailow us to get on with the submission and decision. But lt's not
what we normally do, and ois not in libe with our professed wish to be open and transparent. We'd
almosl certainly face a chailenge.
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I'm seeing MH at 3 - she's not available earlier I have meetings all day from 10 but would duck out
for half an hour 10 have a case conference if thaI would help. Grateful for views,
Harry
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DOUGLAS, Lindsay
From:

DOUGLAS, Lindsay

Sent:

14 ,I,1ay 200810:41

To:

LAMB, Deborah; WALL, Christine; BOWDLER, Roger; GEE, Emily; HARLOW, Michael

Cc:

BEE, Steven

SUbject: RE ROBIN HOOD GARDENS
We are indeed ready to roll. .. (if letter is OK by Simon). Film and Q&As are ready to go live on website.
Chairman's statement is cleared.
BD's deadline is today and if we gave it all 10 them last thing they'd just have to get it out and not have a week
to ou'ld it up into a conspiracy theory ...
20 'h C Soc will need immediate IIc from the right person.
Lindsay
-····Original Message----
From: LAMB, Deborah
Sent: 14 May 2008 10:33
To: LAMB, Deborah; WALL, Christine; DOUGLAS, Lindsay; BOWDLER, Roger; GEE, Emily; HARLOW,
Michael
Cc: BEE, Steven
Subject: RE: ROBIN HOOD GARDENS
Having amended the film and got our statement sorted, I assume we would now be ready to
go with this at any time so are no longer pressing them to delay for that reason?
Deborah
-----Original Message·---
From: LAMB, Deborah
Sent: 1q May 200810:31
To: WALL, Christine; DOUGLAS, Lindsay; BOWDLER, Roger; GEE, Emily; HARLOW, Michael
Cc: BEE, Steven
Subject: FW: ROBIN HOOD GARDENS
I am ci rculating this to those with an interest as I'm not sure If Steve is around. I'm
about to go into a meeting so I suggest others ponder this and we agree our advice
to DCMS later this morning.
Deborah
-----Original Message--·-
From: REEVES HARRY [mai~o:Harry.Reeves@Culture.gsi.gov.uk]
senn 14 May 2008 10:07
To: AGER EUZABETH; GREGORY COUN; SARGENT TOBY; MACFARLANE DIANE; WARREN
LAURA
Cc: RAMSAY ANDREW; EVANS RUTH; LAMB, Deborah; BEE, Steven; BEACHAM, Peter
SUbject: ROBIN HOOD GARDENS

Colleagues:
I've been pondering what advice I should put to Margaret Hodge when I see her this
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afternoon, in the light of the request from a firmn of solicitors tro see the EH advice on this
controversial case.
Our objective must be to enable Margaret to make a fully informed decision, and to have a
process that will withstand the inevitable scrutiny. We also need to getlhe public facing
aspects right, both in terrns of giving interested parties appropriate opportunities to comment
and how we present whatever decision is ultimately rnade.
There's a Hrning issue because we have said to MH and she has said to the local MP tbata
decision would be made by the end of April, so further delay will be unwelcome. However,
we received yesterday a long submission from CASE which disagrees with EH's advice and
we were still awaiting a response to some questions we have put to EH, so advice to MH will
take a few more days at best.
The immediate question is whether we release the advice. We need to consider what opuons
we have.
1. Our normal procedure is to release EH advice when requested, and my instinct is not to
depart from our regular practice. However there are complicating factors. Given the
widespread interest in this case we'd have to release the advice to all the interested parties,
and it has been suggested we should give them a couple of weeks to comment then give EH
a chance to respond. Aliioid that would take another month. It would also crank up the
public controversy and draw increased nre onto EH, so we must take account of their views.
The benefits would be gresater openness in decisionmaking • which we are committed to •
and a reduced risk of successful challenge once the decision is made.
EH are concerned that they need time to get their public case together. They've made a very
good (I'm tole) nlm explaining their position, but it's predicated on the decisoin having been
made by the Minister, so they are pressing for a quick decision and no release of information
in advance. Without wishing to traduce EH, I wonder whether they are attaching too much
weight to the film. I don't doubt it would be gery useful in presenting the case, but it can't
drive the decision. I think MH would not credit an argument based on that consideration.
Given the effort EH have put into this case, their arguments must be well rehearsed by now.
Simon Thurley rang me as t was writing this and ccnflrrned that he is confident of EHs ability
to defend their advice.
2. We could release the advice for information only to the inquirer and press on with the
submission. It would almost scertainly gain wider circuiation one way or another. That might
stir greater controversy and lead to the Minister making a decision in more difficult
presentational circumstances. It woutd I think tnevitabty lead to a challenge. On the other
hand we could move more quickly to a decision.
3. We could decline 10 relese the information. If the minister is about to consider the advice
and the decision wil follow quickly there might be a case for withholding untillhe decision is
made. It would simpliy our lives inthe short term and allow us to get on with the submission
and decision. But it's not what we nomnally do, and ois not in IIbe with our professed wish to
be open and transparent. We'd almost certainly face a challenge.
I'm seeing MH at 3 - she's not available earlier. I have meetings all day from 10 but would
duck out for half an hourto have a case conference if thai would help. Grateful for views.
Harry
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GEE, Emily
~--

From:

DOUGLAS, Lindsay

Sent:

14 May 200B 17:25

To:

GEE, Emily

SUbject:

FW: ROBIN HOOD GARDENS

------

...

-~------ _

_----

Importance: High

----Original Message----
from: SARGENT TOBY [mallto:toby.sargent@culture,gsl.gov.uk]
Sent: 14 May 2008 17: 13
To: WALL, Christine
Subject: RE: ROBIN HOOD GARDENS
Apparently the conversation has now taken place (1) so disclosure can happen when we wish. Have strongly
advised my side to do nothng until we can regroup in the morning.

On Chair's statement, my colleagues think it is really excellent too. But can you delete 'previously
confidential'? EH advice can be made public (ana' often is) although not normally at tnls stage in the process,
of course.
T

from: WALL, Christine [mailto:ChristineWall@english-herltage,org.ukj
Sent: 14 May 2008 16:41
To: SARGENTTOBY
Cc: DOUGlAS, LIndsay
Subject: RE: ROBIN HOOD GARDENS
Thanks Toby. Let's keep in touch.
-----Original Message--·-
From: SARGENT TOBY [mailto:toby,xxxxxxx@xxxxxxx.xxx.xxx.xxx
Sent: 14 May 200B 16:38
To: WALL, Christine
Cc: DOUGLAS, Lindsay
Subject: RE: ROBIN HOOD GARDENS
Still trying to get a sense on timing but can't imagine we'll want to publiciae the visit. Margaret will do
nothing until she has talked it through with Chainman. Not bothered about BD deadline. to be honest.
W,II stick to current line for the time being.

T

From: WALL, Christine [mailto:Christine.Wall@english-heritage,org.ukj
Sent: 14 May 200B 16:32
To: SARGENT TOBY
Ce: DOUGLAS, Lindsay
Subject: FW: ROBIN HOOD GARDENS

Hi Toby
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Do you yet know when the advice will become public? Will you publish Cabe and DCLG
advice too? Will you make the Minister's visit public? (The BD deadline is in about 25

rnins),

C
-----Or;ginal Message----
From: LAMB, Deborah
Sent: 14 May 2008 16:16
To: DOUGLAS, Lindsay; WALL, Christine; HARLOW, Michael
Subject: FW: ROBIN HOOD GARDENS

-----Original Message----
From: EVANS RUTH [mailto:xxxx.xxxxx@xxxxxxx.xxx.xxx.xxx
Sent: 14 May 2008 16:11
To: REEVES HARRY; AGER ELIZABETH; GREGORY COUN; SARGENT TOBY; MACFARLANE DIANE;
WARREN LAURA
.Ce: RAMSAY ANDREW; LAMB, Deborah; BEE, Steven; BEAOiAM, Peter
Subject: RE: ROBIN HOOD GARDENS

All,
MH met with Harry to discuss this. At the meetmq MH agreed with Harry's advice that we should
release the listing advice from English Heritage - she understood that this would lead to delay of
approx 3-4 weeks in taking the final decision on Whether to net Robin Hood Gardens.

a

The following was agreed at the meeting:
1)
MH will call Sandy Bruce-LoCkhart ahead of releasing the advise to explain her reasoning
2)
She would also like to visit the site with English Heritage - we'll look at doing this either on the
23 Mayor 5 June.
Ruth

from:
sent:

REEVES HARRY
14 May 2aOS 10:07

To:

AGER ELlZABETH; GREGORY COLIN; SARGENT TOBY; MACFARlMIE DIANE; WARREN LAURA

Cc:

RAMSAY ANDRE'N; EVANS RUTH; Deborah Lamb; BEE, Stevenj BEACHAM, Peter

Subject:

ROBIN HOOD GARDENS

Colleagues:
I've been pondering what advice I should put to Margaret Hodge when I see her this afternoon, in the
light of the request from a firmn of solicitors tro see the EH advice on thls controversial case.
Our objective must be to enable Margaret to make a fully Informed decision, and to have a process
that will withstand the inevitable scrutiny. We also need to get the public facing aspects right, both In
terms of giving interested parties appropriate opportunities to comment and how we present whatever
decision is ultimately made.
There's a timing issue because we have said to MH and she has said to the local MP thata decision
would be made by the end of Aprii, so further delay will be unwelcome. However, we received
yesterday a long submission from CABE which disagrees With EH's advice and we were still awarting
a response to Some questions we have put to EH, so advice to MH will take a few more days at best
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The immediate question is whether we release the advice. We need to consider what options we
have.

1. Our normal procedure is to release EH advice when requested, and my instinct is not to depart
from our regular practice. However there are complicating factors. Given the widespread interest in
this case we'd have to release the advice to all the interested parties, and it has been suggested we
should give them a couple of weeks to comment then give EH a chance to respond. All told that
would take another month. It would also crank up the public controversy and draw increased fire onto
EH. so we must take account of their views. The benefits would be gresater openness in
dedsionmaking - which we are committed to - and a reduced risk. of successful challenge once the
decision is made.
EH are concerned that they need time to get their public case together. They've made a very good
(I'm told) film explaining their position, but tt's predicated on the decisoin having been made by the
Minister, so they are pressing for a quick decision and no release of information in advance. Without
wishing to traduce EH, I wonder whether they are attaching too much weight to the film. I don't doubt
it would be gery useful in presenting the case, but it can't drive the decision. I think MH would not
credit an argument based on that consideration. Given the effort EH have put into this case, theIr
arguments must be well rehearsed by now. Simon Thurley rang me as I was writing this and
confirmed that he is confident of EHs ability to defend their advice.
2. We could release the advice for information only to the inquirer and press on with the submission. It
would almost scertainly gain wider circulation one way or another. That might stir greater

controversy and lead to the Minister making a decision in more difficult presentational circumstances.
I! would I think inevitably lead to a challenge. On the other hand we could move more quickly to a
decision.

3. We could decline to relese the information. If the minister is about to consider the advice and the
decision wil follow quickly there might be a case for withholding until the decision is made. It would
simpliy our lives inthe short term and allow us to get on with the subrniss.on and decision. But it's not
what we normally do, and ois not in libe with our professed wish to be open and transparent. We'd
almost certainly face a challenge.

I'm seeing MH at 3 - she's not available earlier. I have meetings all day from 10 but would duck out
for half an hour to have a case conference if that would help. Grateful for views.
Harry
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DOUGLAS, Lindsay

-------------_._----

--------~

From:
Sent:
To:

DOUGLAS, Lindsay
14 May 2008 16:53
. OSBORNE, Deborah

Subject: FW: ROBIN HOOD GARDENS
This is another
-----Orlginal Message----
From: BEE, Steven
Sent: 14 May 200810:48
To: 'REEVES HARRY'
Cc: LAMB, Deborah; BEACHAM, Peter; BOWDLER, Roger; GEE, Emily; Chief Executive; DOUGLAS, Lindsay
Subject: RE: ROBIN HOOD GARDENS
Harry
Thanks for copying this to us.
You are right that the film is not the determining factor, and we are well prepared to defend the
recommendation we have made.
If you are going to release our recommendation it would be sensibie to release it widely so that we can
engage with interested parties.
You mentioned yesterday that the response CABE disagreed with Our recommendation, but your nole says
this is a long submission. We have had no discussion with them, other than their observer's contribution to
the EHAC discussion, and it would be helpful to have a copy of their submission.
Given the time thai has passed, it would be better if the discussion that we and you have with third parties
was based on a ministerial decision rather than our recommendation. If you are prepared to retease our
recommendation, there seems no reason why the decision should not be based on it, and why it should not
be made immediately. You may be waiting for a response to questions raised by your staff regarding our
recommendation, but we will not be saying anything that materially affects our recommendation with which we
are entirely confident
ft.n immediate decision would be preferable for all parties, not just EH. There is a system in place for handling
reviews of a mlnisterial decision. but if we effectively initiate a review of our recommendation this Will not only
be a variation from normal practice (for what reasonv) but will be much more difficuit to manage.
Trust this helps - call me on my mobile when you have more.
Regards
Steve

~

-----------------.---

10
:

~

~--I

__ < __

J

Steven Bee
Director of Planning and Development
English Heritage
+44 (0)207 9733486
xxxxxx.xxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx
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GEE, Emily

-----Original Message----
From: LAMB. Deborah
Sent: 14 May 2008 14:52
To: BEE, Steven; GEE, Emily: BOWDLER, Roger, DOUGLAS, Lindsay; HARLOW, Michael
Subject: RE: Robin Hood Gardens
Some quick comments. mostly to get them off my chest:
- there are no examples or other evidence of how RhG was influerrnal. Whether or not the Smithsons were
InAuential is another matter,
- is it really one of only a couple of deck access schemes? There's one on my street!
- are the flats rea"y generous and light?
- it is not true that our arguments against listing were based on condition and afterat'ons. Our position is the
same as CASE's that the alterations are reversible
Deborah
-----Original Message----
1

.,'"rom: BEE, Steven
Sent: I 4 May 2008 13:44
To: GEE, Emily; BOWDLER, Roger, DOUGLAS, Lindsay: LAMB, Deborah; HARLOW, Michael
Subject: F"N: Robin Hood Gardens
All
Copy of CABE letter attached, Hope to see Di Haigh at CABE later today, We should keep it to ourselves
at present, but Di said she is happy for us to put it on our website, Not sure that would be' a good idea. S

Steven Bee
Director of Planning and Development
English Heritage
+44 (0)207973 3486
steven, be~englj sh-heritage .org, uk

-----Original Message----
From: Alice Birch [mailto:ABirch@Cabe,org,uk] On Behalf Of Diane Haigh
Sent: 14 May 2008 13:36
To: BEE, Steven
Subject: F"N: Robin Hood Gardens

Dear Steve
As discussed here is CABE's response letter on Robin Hood Gardens sent yesterday,
Let me know if you need us to do anything more,
Perhaps see you later?
Di
Diane Haigh
Director of Architecture and design review
Tel: 020 7070 6744
Fax: 020 7070 6777

This email has been scanned for viruses on behalf of CABE
I'or more infonmation please visit http://www.epagency.net
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GEE, Emily
From:

COSTELLO MOIRA [xxxxxxxxxxxxx@xxxxxxx.xxx.xxx.xx]

_.

sent:

30 April 2008
, 11 :32

To:

GEE. Emily

Cc:

AGER ELIZABETH; LANDAU RACHEL

Subject: Robin Hood Gardens
«Jetter to Emily Gee EH final - 30 April Robin Hood Gardens.doc:>:>

Dear Emily
Please find attached a letter, as promised, with some further questions on EH's advice on Robin Hood

Gardens, As you will see. we would be grateful if you could respond by 13 May.
Liz and I look forward to seeing you tomorrow (9am at Blackwall DLR? - unless I hear otherwise).
Best wishes
Moira

This email Bnd its contents are the property of the Department for Culture. Media and Sport. If you are not the intended recipient orthis
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Emily Gee
English Heritage
1 Waterhouse Square
138-U2 Holborn
London
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30 April 2008

Dear Emily
ROBIN HOOD GARDENS
Thank you for sending your advice on the above building, which you
have recommended as not suitable for listing.
As a general point, we have noted that the advice is presented in
a slightly different way to the usual format which gives rise to a
couple of issues.
In particular, we think that the way the
'claims to interest' are presented gives them undue p~orninence
(thus detract~ng from the 'reasons for designation').
While it
is obviously important to present a full and balanced case, we
,,'onder whether this may be addressed simply by moving some of
these points to the narrative section.
We also think it might be useful to relate the 'claims to
lnterest' and 'reasons for designation' more closely to the key
considerations contained in your pUblished designation guide
(mentioned in para 2).
We also have some specific points where it would be helpful to us
if you could clarify further how you reached your declsion:
•

Of the arguments for not designating, we believe the
strong~st is the lack of innovation - Park Hill is a better
and earlier example and already Grade 11* listed - and it
therefore might be given mor~ emphasis by putting this point
at the top of the list.

!0

1

•

The argument that the estate is not successful as housing is
also a very persuasive one.

However

l

we

wonder whether it

might be developed further.
For example, the advice notes
that there was "general contentment amongst residents" and
this might s~ggest that en one level the estate did fulfil
its brief.
Thi s needs to be further explored and weighed up
against the arguments that the building failed as a piece of
community architecture.
It would also be helpfuL to know
whether other listed estates were successful as housing,

or

whether they suffered from similar problems.
•

The argument that the estate has been subject to alterations
appears to contradict the point in the description (para 2,
page 4) that although alterations have taken place, overall
the open space has retained a distinctive quality and the
alterations cumulatively do not undermine the character of
the block.
This therefore needs further explanation.

•

In relation to poor critical evaluation, could you clarify
the argument that the fact that this building was not
critically acclaimed at the time it was built is
justification for net designating now?

•

The bleakness of design - is this point a reflection on the
quality of the architecture, or a reflecticn on the aesthetic
value of these

features,

even when taking

into account the

architectural design.
•

Excessive emphasis on architectural reputation - whilst this
is a pcint that can legitimately be made in order to counter
the arguments about the reputation of the architects, we do
not think that it works as a reason in itself for not
listing.
Could this be moved to the discussion section?

•

Comparison with other listed examples - the advice refers tc
13 listed public housing projects (page 4, last para) and
notes that these all display architectural interest of the
highest order but does not go into any further detail, save
for in relation to Park Hill.
Whilst we consider the
unfavourable comparison with Park Hill to support the
arguments against designation,

we are conscious that as a

Grade 11* listed building, Park Hill is considered to be of
more than special interest and it could therefore be argued
that its leyel of special interest does not represent the
threshold which the RHG should be required to meet.
In light
of this, we think it would be helpful if the advice could
prcvide further detail about pther (Grade II) listed examples
in crder to broaden the contekt within which the RHG is being
judged.
Apologies for ccming back to you on this, but we are keen that the
advice should be as watertight as possible. I would be grateful if
you could reply by 13 May, but as always, we are happy to discuss.

do',

,
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GEE, Emily
From:

COSTELLO MOIRA [xxxxx.xxxxxxxx@xxxxxxx.xxxxxx.xxx

Sent:

13.May 200815:16

To:

GEE, Emily

Cc:

ABERCROMBIE, Gemma

Subject: RE: RHG comments
Dear Emily

That's absolutely fine.
I should also let you know that we've had a request for a copy of your advice (we've just been given an
individual's name, so I don't know if they represent a larger organisation). I spoke to Gemma about this earlier
and said tnat I would be checking with our legal advisers to be absolutely clear what the position is. Our
lawyer has advised that we do not stray from the usual policy - which is to release the advice when it is
requested and not to treat it as an FOI request I'll therefore be sending out the advice this afternoon.

I'll look forward to hearing from you with your comments.
Many thanks

Moira

MOIRA COSTELLO
Culture Team - Heritage Protection Branch
Department far Culture, Media & Sport
Tel: 020 7211 2355

From: GEE, Emily [mailto: xxxxx.xxx@xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx.xxx.xx]
Sent: 13 May 2008 14:04
To: COSTELLO MOIRA
Cc: ABERCROMBIE, Gemma
Subject, RHG comments

Dear Moira.
I know my comments on your comments on our advice are due to you today' I have been on leave
and va.ious things have came up on my retumcan I get it to you tomorrow?
Thanks,
Emily

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti
virus service supplied by Cable&Wireless in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate
Number 2007/11/0032.) In case of problems, please call your organisation's IT Helpdesk.
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GEE, Emily

'--

From:

GEE, Emily

Sent:

14 May 200814:23

To:

'COSTELLO MOIRA': AGER ELIZABETH

Cc:

ABERCROMBIE, Gemma; BOWDLER, Roger; BEACHAM, Peter; BEE. Sleven

SUbject:

RE: Robin Hood Gardens

Importance: High

Dear r-toira and l.z.
Please find attached two things: my response to your letter and a separate memo with comparative
housing types and an amended version of the advice. I will send the amended advice very shortly (we
just need to confirm that we have the most up-to-date version: Moira, could you please give me a call
when you are back from lunch 1) .
: do hope this is useful and please do not hesitate to contact me if you wish to discuss further.
Yrs,
Emily
-----Original Message----
From: COSTELLO MOIRA [mailto:xxxxx.xxxxxxxx@xxxxxxx.xxx.xxx.xx]
Sent: 30 April 2008 11:32
To: GEE, Emily
Ce: AGER ELIZABETH; LANDAU RACHEL
Subject: Robin Hood Gardens

«letter to Emily Gee EH final - 30 April Robin Hood Gardens.doc»
Dear Emily
Please find attached a letter. as promised, with some further questions on EH's advice on Robin Hood
Gardens. As you will see, we would be grateful if you could respond by 13 May.
Liz and I look forward to seeing you tomorrow (9am at Blackwall DLR? - unless I hear otherwise).
Best wishes
MOira

This email and its contents are the property of the Department Tor Culture, Media and Sport. If you are nol, the intended
recipient of tnts message, please delete it.
All OeMS e-mail is recorded and stored for a minimum period of 6 months.

The original of this email was scanned for viruses by the Government Secure Intranet virus
scanning service supplied by Cablc&Wireless in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM
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Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for
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14 May 2008

Dear Moira.
Thank you for your letter of 30'" April which raised several points about our Robin
Hood Gardens Estate advice.
You have commented that the format of our advice is slightly different than usual. This
is because (as was the case with the December 2007 advice for the Woodbenry Down
Estate housing) the advice has evolved directly from the paper that was endorsed by
our Advisory Committee. and in this case also Commission. I have discussed this point
with Peter Beacham and he is clear that according to our corporate govemance. our
aclvice to you should remain largely as It was agreed by Commission. We could re
organise sorne of the sections as you request, and I have done so in an attached slightly
amended version of the advice, but as for the substantive porrrts you raise, I am
addressing these here in a memo (the bullet poirrts accord with those in your' letter).
As for re-organising the text we can set out the 'C1aims to interest' in a more narrative
format and have done so in the amended advice. This. as I hope you will agree. was a
device for setting out both sides of the case. with a goal of being balanced and fair in
our assessment, and as a direct acknowledgement of the representations we have
received. In our opinion. both these points. and those in the 'Reasons for Designation'
address each of the points rn the Selection Guides. The key considerations are:

architectural interest; Intactness ofdesign; whether the design W<lS inl7uential,' or a
partiCularlygood example ofa development in housmg. Following on from your
request, I have re-ordered them to accord more closely with the order in the Selection
Guides.
•

Following on from above. we can move the point about Park Hill to earlier in
the Reasons for Designation. thereby giving it the emphasis you think would be
appropriate. Since this addresses whether the design was influential,' or a
particularly good example ofa development in housing. I suggest it becomes the
third point.

•

As forthe contentment of the residents, It was the case, as set out in the limited
wntings we have of the time (when Building Design revisited the site In 1973),
that some of the early residents were content With the fiats (which were built to
Parker Monis standards and would most likely have been more generous than
their previous accommodation). We feel it is fair to set this out in our advice,
but also to be guarded about it and not place too much store in a few quotes
by early residents who were keen to be proud of their homes; this short
anecdotal account could not be the determining factor about whether it·
worked as housing. Furthermore. vandalism was rife very soon after the estate
was completed. and even this article refers to anti-social behaviour at the estate
in 1973. such as in the stairwells. We therefore think it is balanced to mention it
and that it does not undermine our recommendation.

•

Again, we felt it was fair to say that wtule setting out the alterations wtuch have
roarreo some parts of the anginal design, these are not the fundamental reasons
for it not being listable. Robust buildings such as this Can often withstand a
greater degree of unsympathetic alteration and we wanted to make it clear that
we were not dismissing the building for its alterations alone. As for the
landscape, we feel that this is one of the positive aspects of the estate: given
that we strive to present a fair picture in our advice, we are content to have set
out our admiration for this aspect of the original design (wlhich has also been
altered)

•

It is important to consider the reception of modem buildings at the time they
were burlt, The fact that Robin Hood Gardens was discussed relatively little in
the contemporary press supports t.he argument that it was at the end of
movement and by no means innovative as housing, While the Smithsons
themselves were renowned, this later work of theirs attracted relatively little
attention. A review of the Jiterature subsequently has similarly not set it in a
favourable light. We believe that critical assessment is a factor to consider when
assessing modem, architect-designed buildings. The contemporary architectural
press can be a respected and valuable tool in determining several factors, such
as wlhether a building was innovative or infloential

•

We feel that the 'bleakness of the design' is both (as you set out) a reflection on
the qual Ity of the anchrtecture--or the design as we would put it-(the
deteriorating concrete, the ungenerous stairwells, the moated parking area, the
bland south and inner elevations, the fortress-like boundary wall, etc.) and a
reflection on the aesthetic value of these features when considered as an
ensemble of design and materials, as we must do,

•

We stand by our point that the excessive emphasis on architectural reputation
is a valid factor in the assessment. We have been asked to 'consider listing the
building in part because ofthe name of the arcmtects involved. If this was a
scheme by an unknown firm we could be sure that it would not be receiving
the attention it is now. We therefore feel it is a valid reason to discuss this in
this particular case, since it addresses one of the claims set out by applicants and
interested parties torlisting it, which we dispute.

•

You have asked for further comparison with the other Grade /I estates that we
cite briefly in our advice. We have. therefore, attached a note written by Roger
Bowdler (March 2008) which sets out the details and the 'main claims to note'
of all of the most comparable examples,

I hope this is helpful: please don't hesitate contact me jf you wish to discuss any of this.
Yours,

Emily Gee
Heritage Protection Team Leader, South
(020) 7973-3403
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Emily Gee
English Heritage
1 Waterhouse Square
138-142 Holborn
London
EC1N 2ST

30 April 2008

Dear Emily
ROBIN HOOD GAlIDENS

Thank you for sending your advice on the above building, which you
have recommended as not suitable for listing.
As a general point, we have noted that the advlce is presented in
a slightly different way to the usual format which gives rise to a
couple of issues.
In particular, we think that the way the
'claims to interest' are presented gives them undue prominence
(thus detracting from the 'reasons for designation').
While it
is obviously important to present a full and balanced case, we
wonder whether this may be addressed simply by moving some of
these points to the narrative section.
We also think it might be useful to relate the 'claims ·to
lnterest' and 'reasons for designalion' more closely to the key
conslderaLions contained in your published designation guide

(mentioned in para 2).
We also have some specific points where it would be helpful to us
if you could clarify further how you reached your decision:~
•

Of the arguments for not designat.ing, we believe the
strongest is the lack of innovation - Park Hill is a better
and earlier example and already Grade II* listed - and it
therefore might be given more emphasis by putting this point.
at the top of the list.

CuYture Team

•

The argument that the estate is not successful as housing is
also a very persuasive one.

However/

we

wonder whether it

might be developed further.
For example, the advice notes
that there was "general contentment amongst residents" and
this might suggest that on one level the estate did fulfil
its brief.
This needs to be further explored and weighed up
against the arguments that the building failed as a piece of
community architecture.
It would also be helpful to know
whether other listed estates were successful as housing, or
whether they suffered from similar problems.
•

The argument that the estate has been SUbject to alterations
appears to contradict the point in the description (para 2,
page 4) that although alterations have taken place, overall
the open space has retained a distinctive quality and the
alterations cumulatively do not undermine the character of
the block.
This therefore needs further explanation.

•

In relation to poor critical evaluation, could you clarify
the argument that the fact that this building was not
critically acclaimed at the time it was built is
justification for not designating now?

•

The bleakness of design - is this point a reflection on the
quality of the architecture, or a reflection on the aesthetic
value of these features, even when taking into account the
architectural design.

•

Excessive emphasis on architectural reputation - whilst this
is a point that can legitimately be made in order to counter
the arguments about the reputation of the architects, we do
not think that it works as a reason in itself for not
listing
Could this be moved to the discussion section?

•

Comparison with other listed examples - the advice refers to
13 listed public housing projects (page 4, last para) and
notes that these all display architectural interest of the
highest order but does not go into any further detail, save
for in relation to Park Hill.
Whilst we consider the
~nfavourable comparison with Park Hill to support the
arguments against designation, we are conscious that as a
Grade 11* listed building, Park Hill is considered to be of
more than special interest and it could therefore be argued
that its level of special interest does not represent the
threshold which the RHG should be required to meet.
In light
of this, we think it would be helpful if the advice could
provide further detail about other (Grade II) listed examples
in order to broaden the context within which the RHG is being
judged.

Apologies for coming back to you on this, but we are keen that the
advice should be as watertight as possible. I would be grateful if
you could reply by 13 May, but as always, we are happy to discuss.

Culture Team

MOIRA COSTELLO
Heritage Proteccion Branch
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GEE, Emily
From:

GEE, Emily

Sent:

11May 200817:23

To:

'COSTELLO MOIRA'; 'AGER ELIZABETH'

Cc:

ABERCROMBIE, Gemma; BOWDLER, Roger

SUbject: FW: RHG advice

Dear Liz and Moira,
Alla'_hed p:ease find a copy of our advice in one document' 'vVe don't know quite why LMS hasn't
allowed us to paste it all in, but tne attached has the latest version all together.
SpeaK soon,
Emily

-----Original Message----
From: CAMPBELL, Louise
Sent: 14 May 2.008 16:22
To: GEE, Emily
Ce: BOWDLER, Roger
Subject: RHG advice

Dear both
I've attached a word version of the full RHG advice to use while we wait for LMS capacity to be
Increased.
Best regards,
Louise
Louise Campbell
Heritage Protection Coordinator - South Territory

Heritage Protection Department
English Heritage

I Waterhouse Square, 138-142 Holborn, London, Eel N 2ST

T 020 7973 3377
F 0207973 31 I I
wvyw.en~hsh-heritage.org.uk

.J'J please don't print this e-mail unless you really need to
\'.
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